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Abstract
The high-resolution measurements of the spectral solar irradiance at the top of the Earth’s
atmosphere by the Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE) satellite are used to
examine the magnitude and spectral distribution of the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy
flux. We first examine the magnitude and spectral distribution of the Earth’s incident solar
radiation entropy flux by directly applying the observed spectral solar irradiance into the most
accurate Planck expression under two different assumptions: I. isotropic hemispheric incident
solar radiation; II. the specific solar energy intensity received at the top of the atmosphere (TOA)
is the same as that radiated at the Sun’s surface and incident solar radiation is isotropic within the
cone of the solid angle to the Sun subtended by any point at the TOA. The estimated globally
averaged incident solar radiation entropy flux under these two typical assumptions are then
compared with that estimated by a conventional approach using the Sun’s brightness temperature
under the assumption of a blackbody Sun.
It is shown that the globally averaged incident solar radiation entropy flux based on the
observed spectral solar irradiance and Planck expression under the assumption I is 4 times larger
than that under the assumption II, although their corresponding spectral distributions exhibit
identical patterns. The difference in magnitude is comparable to the typical value of the entropy
production rate associated with atmospheric latent heat process. In addition, the globally
averaged incident solar radiation entropy flux under the assumption II is about the same as that
estimated from the conventional blackbody approach. Furthermore, sensitivity study shows that
the distribution of TOA spectral solar irradiance could significantly impact the magnitude and
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spectral distribution of the estimated Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux. Overall, this
study suggests that the spectral distribution of incident solar radiation is critical for determining
the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux, and thus the Earth’s climate.
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1. Introduction
Modern satellite observations have demonstrated that although the total solar irradiance (TSI) at
the top of the Earth’s atmosphere (TOA) varies little (only about 0.1%), the Sun is a highly
variable star with a substantial variation of TOA spectral solar irradiance (SSI) (Harder et al.,
2010). Because solar radiation is the primary driving force for all the activities within the Earth’s
climate system and radiation at different wavelengths reaches and warms different atmospheric
layers, this finding raises some important questions critical to studying the Earth’s climate
system: What is the consequence of the changing TOA SSI to the Earth’s climate system? Could
this finding change our view of greenhouse-gas induced global climate change?
Based on the daily observations of the solar spectrum between 200 nm and 2400 nm from
the Spectral Irradiance Monitor (SIM) instrument on the Solar Radiation and Climate
Experiment (SORCE) satellite, Harder et al. (2010) found that the primary contributors to TSI
(i.e., irradiance at ultraviolet, visible, and near infrared wavelengths) exhibit significantly
different variability with time. The irradiance at ultraviolet (200 nm to 400 nm) wavelengths
shows a significant decline from 04/2004 to 02/2008 while the irradiance at visible (400 nm to
691 nm) or the near infrared (972 nm to 2423 nm) wavelengths shows a large increase and the
irradiance at the near infrared (691 nm to 972 nm) wavelengths shows a small decrease (see
Figure 3 in Harder et al., 2010). It has been known that radiation at ultraviolet wavelengths
mainly heats stratosphere and is critical to producing stratospheric ozone, and radiation at visible
and near infrared wavelengths mainly heats troposphere as well as the Earth’s surface. Thus, the
significantly different variability of the primary contributors to TSI is intuitively expected to
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have a large impact on the vertical profiles of atmospheric ozone and temperature as well as the
Earth’s surface temperature.
A series of recent papers has investigated the Earth’s climate responses to the TOA SSI
variability as reported by Harder et al. (2010), suggesting that the impacts of the TOA SSI
variability on the Earth’s climate system could be significantly different from our current
understanding, especially on the vertical profiles of atmospheric ozone and temperature (e.g.,
Cahanlan et al. 2010; Haigh et al., 2010). For example, Cahanlan et al. (2010) used the findings
by Harder et al. (2010) to construct two 11-year sinusoidal scenarios of TOA SSI forcing with
the same TSI. One has out-of-phase SSI variability as in the SIM-based observations and the
other has in-phase SSI variability as the reconstructed solar radiation from a widely used solar
radiation reconstruction model by Lean (2000). Then, they used the two scenarios of TOA SSI
forcing to drive a radiative-convective model and a global climate model (i.e., Goddard Institute
for Space Studies modelE of National Aeronautics and Space Administration) to investigate the
difference of the Earth’s climate responses. They found that the two scenarios lead to
significantly different climate responses, especially in upper stratosphere where temperature
response to the out-of-phase scenario shows 5 times larger than that to the in-phase scenario.
Additionally, Haigh et al. (2010) employed a radiative photochemical model to investigate the
impact of the SIM-based out-of-phase TOA SSI variability on stratosphere by comparing with
the Lean-model reconstructed in-phase TOA SSI variability. They found that the SIM-based outof-phase TOA SSI variability could lead to a significant decline in stratospheric ozone below an
altitude of 45 km from 2004 to 2007 and an increase above this altitude. Besides, they also found
that according to the SIM-based TOA SSI observations the tropopause SSI has an increase over
the declining phase of solar cycle 23 (i.e., out-of-phase with declining solar activity from 2004 to
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2007), which is opposite to our previous understanding. Furthermore, Gray et al. (2010)
reviewed current understanding of the influence of solar variability on the Earth’s climate system
from solar variability, solar-terrestrial interactions and the mechanisms determining the response
of the Earth’s climate system. They emphasized that if the out-of-phase TOA SSI variability in
the SIM-based observations is real, responses in both stratospheric ozone and temperature are
expected to be much different from current expectations as indicated by Haigh et al. (2010) and
thus need to be reassessed. They suggested a need of further observations and research for
improving our understanding of solar forcing mechanisms and their impacts on the Earth’s
climate system, including understanding the SIM-based out-of-phase TOA SSI variability and
assessing their influence on the Earth’s climate system.
Here, we are motivated to investigate entropic impact of the SIM-based out-of-phase
TOA SSI variability on the Earth’s climate system by using the SIM-based SSI observations to
examine the magnitude and spectral distribution of the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy
flux. Entropy, as a fundamental thermodynamic quantity additional to temperature and energy,
has been shown critical for studying the Earth’s climate system (e.g., Pujol and Fort, 2002;
Ozawa et al., 2001; Paltridge et al., 2007; Pauluis et al. 2002a, 2002b; Wang et al., 2008;
Lucarini et al. 2010; Jupp and Cox, 2010; Lorenz, 2010; Wu and Liu, 2010b; Liu et al., 2011). A
broad range of entropy applications on the Earth’s biosphere-atmosphere system including
aspects such as atmospheric circulation, role of clouds, hydrology, ecosystem exchange of
energy and mass can be found in a special issue published in Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society B (Kleidon et al., 2010). The radiation exchange between the Earth’s climate
system and its surrounding space provides us not only the thermodynamic constraint of energy
conservation dictated by the first law of thermodynamics but also the thermodynamic constraint
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of the overall entropy increase of the Earth’s climate system associated with the second law of
thermodynamics (e.g., Wu and Liu, 2010a). It is anticipated that integration of this entropyrelated thermodynamic constraint into current global climate models could improve our
understanding of the Earth’s climate and climate change.
Explorations on entropy-related thermodynamic constraint for the Earth’s climate system
can be traced back to late 1970s (e.g., Paltridge 1975, 1978; Golitsyn and Mokhov, 1978). Those
pioneering works showed inspiring results. For example, Paltridge (1975) reconstructed mean
meridional distributions of temperature, cloud cover and meridional energy flux using extremal
principle of entropy production rate, which are very close to the observations. It was not until
1984 Essex pointed out that those entropy-related climate studies had left out the entropy from
radiation field, and from a thermodynamic point of view this was a significant oversight. Since
then, significant progresses have been made on studying radiation entropy and its implication on
the Earth’s climate system (e.g., Essex, 1987; Stephens and O’Brien, 1993; Goody and Abdou,
1996). Recently, for establishing a firm theoretical foundation for future entropy-related climate
researches, Wu and Liu (2010a) reviewed the major expressions for calculating radiation entropy
flux developed in various disciplines, and systematically examined their applicability to the
estimation of the Earth’s reflected solar (or emitted terrestrial) radiation entropy flux. Relatively,
the calculation of the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux has rarely been investigated so
far, especially from the perspective of incident spectral solar irradiance.
This paper focuses on examining the entropic impact of the SIM-based out-of-phase TOA
SSI variability on the Earth’s climate system. Conventionally, the Earth’s incident solar radiation
entropy flux is estimated by using the Sun’s brightness temperature under the assumption of a
blackbody Sun as proposed by Stephens and O’Brien (1993). However, the SIM-based TOA SSI
7

measurements indicate that solar radiation does not follow the blackbody radiation law as
commonly assumed. Here, we take advantage of the SIM-based TOA SSI observations to
investigate the magnitude and spectral distribution of the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy
flux, and to examine the significance of the impact of TOA SSI variability on estimation of the
Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux.
Section 2 briefly introduces data and methodology used in this study. Section 3 shows the
spectral distribution of the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux estimated by using the
SIM-based TOA SSI observations under two typical assumptions of incident solar radiation. The
estimated Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux from the SIM-based TOA SSI
observations is further compared with a conventional estimate by using the Sun’s brightness
temperature under the assumption of a blackbody Sun. Section 4 investigates the potential cause
of the difference among the estimates. Section 5 examines the sensitivity of the Earth’s incident
solar radiation entropy flux to TOA SSI variability. Section 6 summarizes the main results.
2. Data and Methodology
Daily observations of TOA SSI between 200 nm and 2400 nm have been produced through the
SIM instrument on SORCE satellite since February 2003. Discussions on the SORCE SIM
instrument and its product of TOA SSI data can be found in Harder et al. (2005) and Rottman et
al. (2005). We use the daily SIM-based TOA SSI observations from 04/2004 to 10/2010 for
investigating the magnitude and spectral distribution of the Earth’s incident solar radiation
entropy flux. The corresponding daily TOA TSI observations from the Total Irradiance Monitor
(TIM) instrument on SORCE satellite are also used as a constraint of the overall solar irradiance
reaching the Earth’s climate system.
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It has been demonstrated that Planck expression [Eq. (1) or Eq. (2)] can be used to
calculate specific entropy intensity ( L or L , W m-2 K-1 sr-1 s or W m-2 K-1 sr-1 nm-1) based on
known specific energy intensity ( I or I  , W m-2 sr-1 s or W m-2 sr-1 nm-1) for any radiation field
(e.g., Wei and Liu 2010a).
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where h, c and  are the Planck constant, speed of light in vacuum and the Boltzmann constant
respectively, and  (or  ) represents frequency (or wavelength) variable. Planck expression was
originally formulated for calculating specific entropy intensity of a monochromatic (blackbody)
radiation beam at thermodynamic equilibrium (Planck, 1913), and has been later demonstrated to
hold also for non-blackbody radiation at a non-equilibrium condition. The history of generalizing
Planck expression for any radiation field was explicitly addressed in the recent review paper (Wu
and Liu, 2010a), along with a new derivation to demonstrate the generalization (see Section A3.2
in Wu and Liu, 2010a).
Based on Eq. (1) or Eq. (2), the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux J can be
obtained by integrating the Earth’s incident specific solar entropy intensity L (or L ) over all
the frequencies (or wavelengths) through a surface with a known zenith angle  and solid angle
 , that is,


J   d  L cos d
0



(3)
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or


J   d  L cos d

(4)



0

The Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux derived from Eq. (3) or Eq. (4) is referred to the
exact result. We examine the exact result under two typical assumptions: I. isotropic hemispheric
incident solar radiation, i.e., the geometric factor

 cosd  
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sin  cos d   ; II. the

specific solar energy intensity received at the TOA is the same as that radiated at the Sun’s
surface and incident solar radiation is isotropic within the cone of the solid angle to the Sun
subtended by any point at the TOA.
Another approach examined is the conventional approach, presented in Stephens and
O’Brien (1993). By assuming a blackbody Sun, Stephens and O’Brien (1993) developed an
approximate expression that relates the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux to the Sun’s
brightness temperature TSun ,

4 3
J  TSun
cos  0 0
3


(5)

where  0 represents globally averaged solar zenith angle and  0 represents solar solid angle to
the Earth.
The entropic impact of the SIM-based TOA SSI observations on estimation of the
Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux will be investigated by comparing the exact estimate
of the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux based on Planck expression and the SIMbased TOA SSI observations under the two typical assumptions with the estimate based on the
conventional expression (5) and the Sun’s brightness temperature under the assumption of a
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blackbody Sun, and by testing the sensitivity of the magnitude and spectral distribution of the
Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux to TOA SSI variability.
3. The Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux
In this section, we first estimate the exact Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux based on
Planck expression and the SIM-based TOA SSI observations. The exact Earth’s incident solar
radiation entropy flux is then compared with the estimate based on the conventional expression
(5) and the Sun’s brightness temperature under the assumption of a blackbody Sun.
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Figure 1. Black solid line represents the mean SIM-based TOA SSI distribution based on the data
collected from 04/2004 to 10/2010. Black dashed line represents the TOA SSI distribution
corresponding to a blackbody Sun with brightness temperature 5770 K.

Figure 1 shows the mean SIM-based TOA SSI distribution (black solid line) based on the
data collected from 04/2004 to 10/2010. As a comparison, the TOA SSI distribution (black
dashed line) corresponding to a blackbody Sun with brightness temperature 5770 K is also
shown in Figure 1. The blackbody Sun provides the TOA TSI of 1361 W m-2 as the mean TIMbased TOA TSI observations from 04/2004 to 10/2010. Similar to the findings in Harder et al.
(2010, Figure 2), Figure 1 shows that the irradiance at ultraviolet (< 400 nm) wavelengths in the
SIM-based TOA SSI is much smaller in magnitude than that in the TOA SSI of the blackbody
Sun, suggesting that the brightness temperature of solar radiation at ultraviolet wavelengths is
much cooler than that of the blackbody Sun. On the contrary, the irradiance at visible (400 nm to
700 nm) or the near-infrared (1000 nm to 2400 nm) wavelengths in the SIM-based TOA SSI is
larger than that in the TOA SSI of the blackbody Sun, reflecting that the brightness temperature
of solar radiation at visible and the near-infrared wavelengths is hotter than that of the blackbody
Sun. The irradiance at the near-infrared (700 nm to 1000 nm) wavelengths in the SIM-based
TOA SSI looks very close to (only slightly smaller than) that in the TOA SSI of the blackbody
Sun.
Next, the Earth’s incident spectral solar radiation entropy flux is estimated. First, TOA
specific solar energy intensity ( I  ) is estimated using known TOA SSI under the two
assumptions: I. isotropic hemispheric incident solar radiation, II. the specific solar energy
intensity received at the TOA is the same as that radiated at the Sun’s surface and the incident
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solar radiation is isotropic within the cone of the solid angle to the Sun subtended by any point at
the TOA. Note that, detailed discussions on the difference of the resulting TOA specific solar
energy (or entropy) intensity under the two assumptions will be presented in the next section.
Then, the TOA specific solar energy intensity ( I  ) corresponding to Figure 1 is used to estimate
TOA specific solar entropy intensity ( L ) based on Planck expression [Eq. (2)]. Finally, the
TOA specific solar entropy intensity ( L ) is integrated over the solid angle of incident solar
radiation to obtain the estimate of the Earth’s incident spectral solar radiation entropy flux
(shown in Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The Earth’s incident spectral solar radiation entropy flux corresponding to the TOA
SSIs as shown in Figure 1. Black solid and dashed lines are calculated under the assumption I of
isotropic hemispheric incident solar radiation. Gray solid and dashed lines are calculated under
the assumption II that the specific solar energy intensity received at the TOA is the same as that
radiated at the Sun’s surface and incident solar radiation is isotropic within the cone of the solid
angle to the Sun subtended by any point at the TOA.

It is noticeable that the patterns of spectral solar radiation entropy flux under the two
assumptions look almost identical, except that the magnitude of the spectral solar radiation
entropy flux under the assumption I is larger than that under the assumption II. The distinction of
the resulting spectral solar radiation entropy flux between the two assumptions increases with
wavelength. It is also evident that the estimates of the Earth’s incident spectral solar radiation
entropy flux exhibit remarkably similar patterns to their corresponding SSI distributions as
shown in Figure 1. For example, the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux from the SIMbased TOA SSI shows relatively low entropy flux at ultraviolet (< 400 nm) wavelengths,
relatively high entropy flux at visible (400 nm to 700 nm) and the near-infrared (1000 nm to
2400 nm) wavelengths, and slightly low entropy flux at the near-infrared (700 nm to 1000 nm)
wavelengths. The overall Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux in the wavelength range
from 200nm to 2400nm under the assumption I is equal to 1.13 W m-2 K-1 for the SIM-based
TOA SSI, or 1.08 W m-2 K-1 for the blackbody Sun. The overall Earth’s incident solar radiation
entropy flux in the wavelength range from 200nm to 2400nm under the assumption II is equal to
0.30 W m-2 K-1 for both the SIM-based TOA SSI and for the blackbody Sun.
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If we assume that the TOA SSI outside the wavelength range from 200nm to 2400nm
corresponding to the SIM-based TOA SSI observations is equal to a constant fraction of the
blackbody Sun’s TOA SSI at the same wavelengths with its overall TSI being 1361 W m-2, we
obtain the overall Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux corresponding to the SIM-based
TOA SSI through Planck expression of 1.24 W m-2 K-1 under the assumption I, and of 0.31 W m2

K-1 under the assumption II. For the blackbody Sun, the obtained overall Earth’s incident solar

radiation entropy flux is equal to 1.23 W m-2 K-1 under the assumption I, or 0.31 W m-2 K-1 under
the assumption II. In other words, the difference between the estimate of the overall Earth’s
incident solar radiation entropy flux based on the SIM-based TOA SSI observations and that
based on the blackbody Sun is small under either of the two assumptions. The globally averaged
Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux (i.e., one quarter of the Earth’s incident solar
radiation entropy flux over a plane perpendicular to the cone of incident solar beams, see detailed
derivation in the next section) is equal to 0.31 W m-2 K-1 under the assumption I for both the
SIM-based TOA SSI observations and for the blackbody Sun, and 0.08 W m-2 K-1 under the
assumption II for both the SIM-based TOA SSI observations and for the blackbody Sun. In other
words, the globally averaged Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux under the assumption I
is about 4 times larger than that under the assumption II, no matter whether the SIM-based TOA
SSI observations or the blackbody Sun’s SSI are used .
On the other hand, if using the same blackbody Sun’s brightness temperature ( TSun =5770
K), and assuming the globally averaged cosine of solar zenith angle cos  0 =0.25 and solar solid
angle  0 =6.77x10-5 sr to the planet as in Stephens and O’Brien (1993), the conventional
expression (5) yields the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux of 0.08 W m-2 K-1, about
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the same value as that estimated under the assumption II based on either the SIM-based TOA SSI
observations or the blackbody Sun’s SSI.
4. Determination of incident specific solar entropy intensity and incident solar radiation
entropy flux at the TOA
4.1. Determination of incident specific solar entropy intensity at the TOA
Relative to the estimate of the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux under the assumption
I (i.e., isotropic hemispheric incident solar radiation), the estimate under the assumption II (i.e.,
the specific solar energy intensity received at the TOA is the same as that radiated at the Sun’s
surface and incident solar radiation is isotropic within the cone of the solid angle to the Sun
subtended by any point at the TOA) or the estimate based on the conventional expression (5)
exhibits significantly lower value. Further inspection reveals that the large difference can be
attributed to the fact that the incident specific solar entropy intensity at the TOA defined under
the two typical assumptions has different physical meaning. Also, the conventional expression
(5) is demonstrated to match the formula of the globally averaged Earth’s incident solar radiation
entropy flux under the assumption II for a blackbody Sun. This section explores this issue.
Suppose that the Sun is a blackbody with brightness temperature of TSun , the specific
-2
solar energy ( I Sun , W m-2 sr-1 nm-1) and entropy ( LSun
K-1 sr-1 nm-1) intensities at the
 ,W m

Sun’s surface can be calculated as follows (based on Planck’s radiation theory by Planck, 1913)
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When the solar radiation travels in space to a point with a distance r (e.g.., 1 AU) to the
Sun, the specific solar entropy intensity at this point ( I r ) depends on the nature of how the solar
radiation is received. The following show the two cases corresponding to the two typical
assumptions used in this study.
4.1.1. Assumption I
Assumption I assumes an isotropic hemispheric incident solar radiation at the TOA.
Under this assumption, the incident specific solar energy intensity at the TOA ( I r ) is inversely
proportional to the square of the distance ( r ) between the TOA and the Sun, i.e.,

I r 

2
rSun
I Sun
r2

(8)

or
2
I r
rSun
 2
I Sun
r

where rSun represents the Sun’s radius. Equation (9) indicates that the ratio of

(9)
I r

I Sun

is a

wavelength independent variable, varying only with the distance r , as demonstrated in many
other references (e.g., Goody and Yung, 1989, page 18).
Substitution of the incident specific solar energy intensity I r into Planck expression (2),
we obtain the corresponding incident specific solar entropy intensity at this place ( Lr ) as
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Based on Eqs. (7) and (10), we obtain
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Equation (11) indicates that unlike the wavelength-independent ratio of the incident
specific solar energy intensity at a place r ( I r ) and that at the Sun’s surface ( I Sun ) [see Eq. (9)],
the ratio of the incident specific solar entropy intensity at a place r ( Lr ) and that at the Sun’s
surface ( LSun
 ) varies with both wavelength  and the distance r .
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Figure 3. Specific solar energy intensity at the Sun’s surface (black solid line) and that received
at 1 AU scaled by {max( I Sun )/[2max( I 1 AU )]} (black dashed line), for a blackbody Sun with
brightness temperature 5770 K under the assumption I of isotropic hemispheric incident solar
radiation.

Figure 3 shows the specific solar energy intensity at the Sun’s surface (black solid line)
and that received at 1 AU scaled by {max( I Sun )/[2max( I 1 AU )]} (black dashed line), for a
blackbody Sun with brightness temperature 5770 K under the assumption I. Here, we use the
Sun’s radius of 6.96x108 m and the 1AU distance to the Sun of 1.49598x1011 m. As expected,
19

the two curves exhibit the same spectral distributions with one’s amplitude being a constant
fraction of the others. Both peak at the same wavelength. In fact, the 1AU specific solar energy
intensity is not a representative of a blackbody’s specific solar energy intensity as discussed in
previous papers (e.g., Figure 2 in Wu and Liu, 2010a).

Figure 4. Specific solar entropy intensity at the Sun’s surface (black solid line) and that received
1 AU
at 1 AU scaled by {max( LSun
)]} (black dashed line), for a blackbody Sun with
 )/[2max( L

20

brightness temperature 5770 K under the assumption I of isotropic hemispheric incident solar
radiation.

Figure 4 shows the specific solar entropy intensity at the Sun’s surface (black solid line)
1 AU
and that received at 1 AU scaled by {max( LSun
)]} (black dashed line), for the
 )/[2max( L

blackbody Sun with brightness temperature 5770 K under the assumption I as in Figure 3. Unlike
the specific solar energy intensity at the Sun’s surface and that received at 1 AU which have the
same spectral distributions, the spectral distributions of the two corresponding specific solar
entropy intensities are different. As can be seen from Figure 4, the peak of the specific solar
entropy intensity received at 1 AU slightly shifts to the right (larger wavelength) compared with
that at the Sun’s surface. In addition, the reduction on amplitude of the specific solar entropy
intensity because of radiation traveling distance is wavelength dependent (shown in Figure 4).
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Figure 5. Black solid line: the ratio of specific solar energy intensity at the Sun’s surface and that
received at 1 AU, for a blackbody Sun with brightness temperature 5770 K under the assumption
I of isotropic hemispheric incident solar radiation. Black dashed line: the ratio of specific solar
entropy intensity at the Sun’s surface and that received at 1 AU for the same blackbody Sun
under the assumption I of isotropic hemispheric incident solar radiation.

Figure 5 further illustrates this point by plotting the ratio of specific solar energy intensity
at the Sun’s surface and that received at 1 AU (i.e.,

I Sun

I 1 AU

) and the ratio of specific solar
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entropy intensity at the Sun’s surface and that received at 1 AU (i.e.,

LSun


L1AU

). The former

presents a constant over all the wavelengths but the latter decreases quickly with the increase of
wavelength.
4.1. 2 Assumption II
Assumption II assumes that the specific solar energy intensity received at the TOA is the
same as that radiated at the Sun’s surface and incident solar radiation is isotropic within the cone
of the solid angle to the Sun subtended by any point at the TOA. Under this assumption, we have
I r  I Sun

(12)

Substitution of TOA specific solar energy intensity I r into Planck expression (2), we get
corresponding specific solar entropy intensity at the TOA ( Lr ) as
Lr  LSun


(13)

4.2 Determination of incident solar entropy flux at the TOA
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Figure 6. A schematic of the Sun-Earth system. O represents the center of the Sun and D
represents the center of the Earth. Both AC and BC are tangent to the Sun’s surface at A and B
respectively. C is the cross point of OD and the TOA. F is the cross point of DG and the TOA. r
represents the distance (i.e., 1 AU) between the Sun and the Earth. 2  represents the acute angle
formed by BC and AC.

A schematic of the Sun-Earth system is shown in Figure 6. The cone of the solid angle to
the Sun subtended by the cross point C of OD and the TOA is formed by its zenith angle  and
azimuth angle 2 . The incident spectral solar radiation entropy flux ( J r , W m-2 K-1 nm-1) at the
TOA can be readily calculated by integrating the known incident specific solar entropy intensity
( Lr , W m-2 K-1 sr-1 nm-1) over the solid angle to the Sun. Details are shown in the following.
Under the assumption I, the incident spectral solar radiation entropy flux ( J r , W m-2 K-1
nm-1) received at the point C over an infinitesimal TOA area element ( d ) (i.e., perpendicular to
the cone of incident solar beams) can be calculated by integrating the known incident specific
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solar entropy intensity received at the TOA [ Lr , W m-2 K-1 sr-1 nm-1, see Eq. (10)] over a
hemispheric solid angle, that is,
2
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Under the assumption II, the incident specific solar entropy intensity received at the TOA
equals that radiated at the Sun’s surface [see Eq. (13)], and the incident solar radiation is
isotropic within the cone of the solid angle to the Sun subtended by any point at the TOA. For a
blackbody Sun as assumed at the beginning of this section, the second half of the assumption II
holds as long as the first half of the assumption II holds. Thus, the incident spectral solar
radiation entropy flux ( J r , W m-2 K-1 nm-1) received at the point C over an infinitesimal TOA
area element ( d ) (i.e., perpendicular to the cone of incident solar beams) can be calculated by
integrating the known incident specific solar entropy intensity ( Lr  LSun
 ) received at the TOA
over the solid angle to the Sun subtended by the point C, that is,
2
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where
rSun
r

(17)

J Sun  LSun
 

(18)

sin( ) 

Notice that the solid angle in Eq. (16) is dependent on the solar radiation traveling distance r .
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Now, we know the incident spectral solar radiation entropy flux ( J r , W m-2 K-1 nm-1)
received at the point C over an infinitesimal TOA area element ( d ) (i.e., perpendicular to the
cone of incident solar beams) under the two typical assumptions. Based on this, the incident
spectral solar radiation entropy flux ( J r ) received at any given point (F) over an infinitesimal
TOA area element ( d ) can be obtained by
J r ( F )  J r (C ) cos   J r (C ) cos(   )

(19)

where  ,  , and  represent the angles formed respectively by CD and DF, by OF and FG, and
by FO and OC.
Thus, the total incident spectral solar radiation entropy ( S r , W K-1 nm-1) received at the
TOA can be calculated by integrating J r (F ) over the area of the TOA hemisphere facing the
Sun, i.e.,
S r  
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2
 rEarth
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where the approximate equality from Eq. (21) to Eq. (22) is based on the fact that OF is
approximately equal to OD and the fact that sin[  (   )]

OD

 sin

OF

.

The globally averaged incident spectral solar radiation entropy flux received at the TOA
can then be obtained as [based on Eq. (23)]
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(24)

Equation (24) reveals that the globally averaged incident spectral solar radiation entropy flux
received at the TOA is equal to one quarter of the incident spectral solar radiation entropy flux
received over an infinitesimal TOA area element perpendicular to the cone of incident solar
beams. Likewise, the globally averaged incident spectral solar radiation energy flux received at
the TOA should be equal to one quarter of the incident spectral solar radiation energy flux
received over an infinitesimal TOA area element perpendicular to the cone of incident solar
beams.
Integration of Eq. (24) over all wavelengths leads to the globally averaged incident solar
radiation entropy flux received at the TOA as


J r   J r d 
0

1  r
J  (C )d
4 0

(25)

Substitution of Eq. (16) into Eq. (25) leads to the globally averaged incident solar
radiation entropy flux received at the TOA for a blackbody Sun under the assumption II as
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4.3. Discussion on the conventional expression (5)
If the globally averaged cosine of solar zenith angle is assumed as cos  0 =0.25 and solar
solid angle equals  0 =6.77x10-5 sr to the planet as in Stephens and O’Brien (1993), the
conventional expression (5) can be re-written as

4 3
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3


(5)
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(30)

where the solar solid angle  0 =6.77x10-5 sr to the planet in Eq. (27) has been written back as
2
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and the approximate equality from Eq. (27) to Eq. (28) is based on the fact that the solar zenith
angle  is small (or  ≪ 1) so that cos  1 .
Equations (26) and (30) reveals that the conventional expression (5) given by Stephens
and O’Brien (1993) represents essentially the globally averaged incident solar radiation entropy
flux received at the TOA for a blackbody Sun under the assumption II with the globally averaged
cosine of solar zenith angle equals cos  0 =0.25 and solar solid angle equals  0 =6.77x10-5 sr.
This equality explains why the estimated globally averaged Earth’s incident solar radiation
entropy flux from the conventional expression (5) is about the same as that estimated under the
assumption II for the blackbody Sun as discussed in the last section.
5. Sensitivity of the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux to TOA SSI variability
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To further explore the sensitivity of the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux to TOA SSI
variability, this section uses the mean SIM-based TOA SSI distribution in the wavelength range
from 200 nm to 2400 nm and constructs two additional TOA SSI scenarios in the corresponding
wavelengths. The two constructed TOA SSI scenarios have the same overall solar irradiance in
the wavelength range from 200nm to 2400 nm as the mean SIM-based TOA SSI. Scenario I
represents the TOA SSI of a blackbody Sun. Scenario II represents the TOA SSI of a nonblackbody Sun, with the Sun’s brightness temperature represented by a combination of two
different half-period sinusoidal curves in the wavelength range from 200 nm to 800 nm and in
the wavelength range from 801 nm to 2400 nm respectively. The incident spectral solar radiation
entropy flux in the wavelength range from 200 nm to 2400 nm is examined using Planck
expression for the three cases. Integration of the incident spectral solar radiation entropy flux in
the wavelength range from 200 nm to 2400 nm further leads to the overall incident solar
radiation entropy flux in the wavelength range. The magnitudes and spectral distributions of the
resulting Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux in the wavelength range from 200 nm to
2400 nm for the three cases are then compared. For simplification, the sensitivity study shown in
this section is conducted under the assumption I only. Similar sensitivity study under the
assumption II can be conducted straightforward.
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Figure 7. The Sun’s brightness temperature as a function of the wavelengths from 200 nm to
2400 nm for the three cases. Black solid line: brightness temperature corresponding to the mean
SIM-based SSI from 04/2004 to 10/2010. Black dashed or dotted lines: brightness temperatures
corresponding to the two constructed TOA SSI scenarios with the same overall solar irradiance
in the wavelength range from 200nm to 2400 nm as that from the mean SIM-based TOA SSI.
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Figure 8. The Earth’s incident spectral solar radiation energy flux for the three cases as shown in
Figure 7.
Figure 7 shows the Sun’s brightness temperature as a function of the wavelengths from
200 nm to 2400 nm for the three cases as described above. The black solid line represents the
brightness temperature corresponding to the mean SIM-based TOA SSI distribution. The black
dashed or dotted lines represent the brightness temperature corresponding to the two constructed
TOA SSI scenarios. The Earth’s incident spectral solar radiation energy flux corresponding to
each of the three cases is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 9. The Earth’s incident spectral solar radiation entropy flux for the three cases as shown
in Figure 7 or Figure 8.

Figure 9 shows the Earth’s incident spectral solar radiation entropy flux for the three
cases. As can be seen, the distribution of the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux looks
similar to that of the corresponding Earth’s incident solar radiation energy flux shown in Figure
8. Compared with scenario I (a blackbody Sun), the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux
from the SIM-based TOA SSI shows relatively low values at ultraviolet (< 400 nm) wavelengths,
relatively high values at visible (400 nm to 700 nm) and the near-infrared (1000 nm to 2400 nm)
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wavelengths, and slightly low values at the near-infrared (700 nm to 1000 nm) wavelengths. On
the other hand, the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux from scenario II (a nonblackbody Sun) in general is much lower at the wavelengths less than 800 nm and much higher
at the wavelengths larger than 800 nm compared with those from the other two cases, except for
the wavelengths less than 280 nm where the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux from
the SIM-based TOA SSI is much lower than that from the others.
By further integrating the Earth’s incident spectral solar radiation entropy flux in the
wavelength range from 200nm to 2400 nm, we obtain the estimates of the overall Earth’s
incident solar radiation entropy flux in the wavelength range for the three cases. They are 1.13 W
m-2 K-1 for the mean SIM-based TOA SSI, 1.09 W m-2 K-1 for scenario I, and 1.40 W m-2 K-1 for
scenario II. In other words, the overall incident solar radiation entropy flux in the wavelength
range from 200nm to 2400 nm from the mean SIM-based TOA SSI (or scenario II) is 0.04 W m-2
K-1 [or 0.31 W m-2 K-1] larger than that from scenario I. Notice that, the difference of 0.31 W m-2
K-1 is more than the typical value of the entropy production rate associated with the atmospheric
latent heat process 0.30 W m-2 K-1 according to Peixoto et al. (1991).
6. Summary
The magnitude and spectral distribution of the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux are
examined using the TOA SSI observations from the SORCE SIM instrument. The examination is
conducted under the two typical assumptions on the incident solar radiation received at the TOA:
I. isotropic hemispheric incident solar radiation, II. the specific solar energy intensity received at
the TOA is the same as that radiated at the Sun’s surface and incident solar radiation is isotropic
within the cone of the solid angle to the Sun subtended by any point at the TOA. The estimates
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of the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux based on the SIM-based TOA SSI and Planck
expression under the two assumptions are examined and further compared with the estimate
based on a conventional expression using the Sun’s brightness temperature under the assumption
of a blackbody Sun. The potential cause of the large difference exhibited among the estimates is
revealed. Furthermore, sensitivity experiments are performed to investigate the significance of
the impact of TOA SSI variability on estimation of the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy
flux.
The estimate of the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux based on the mean SIMbased TOA SSI observations and Planck expression under the assumption I shows 4 times larger
in magnitude than that under the assumption II. The latter is about the same as the estimate based
on the conventional expression using the Sun’s brightness temperature under the assumption of a
blackbody Sun. It is worth emphasizing that the difference (0.23 W m-2 K-1) between the
estimate under the assumption I and the estimate under the assumption II (or the estimate from
the conventional expression) represents about 77% of the typical entropy production rate
associated with the atmospheric latent heat process based on Peixoto et al. (1991). It is shown
that under the assumption I the decrease of specific solar entropy intensity with radiation
traveling distance, unlike the decrease of specific solar energy intensity with radiation traveling
distance, is wavelength dependent. This is different from the case under the assumption II where
specific solar energy and entropy intensities are both independent on radiation traveling distance.
That explains why the estimates of the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux under the two
typical assumptions show significantly different magnitudes.
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Moreover, a theoretical derivation shows that the conventional expression essentially
represents the globally averaged incident solar radiation entropy flux received at the TOA under
the assumption II, if the Sun is a blackbody and the globally averaged cosine of solar zenith
angle equals cos  0 =0.25 and solar solid angle equals  0 =6.77x10-5 sr. This explains why the
estimate of globally averaged Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux based on the
conventional expression is about the same as the estimate based on Planck expression under the
assumption II for a blackbody Sun as shown in Section 3.
It is worth mentioning that in reality the Earth’s incident solar radiation probably does not
behave as the assumption I of isotropic hemistropic incident solar radiation that requires the
space is full of scattering particles. Neither does it completely as the assumption II with the
necessary conditions that the space between the Earth and the Sun is empty, nothing happens to
the traveling solar photons in space (i.e., no scattering, absorption, emission), and the Sun
behaves as a blackbody (i.e., homogeneously emitting isotropic photons). The real situation
likely operates between the conditions underlying the two typical assumptions, probably
relatively closer to that under the assumption II. The formulation presented here may be useful to
future exploration along this line.
Moreover, our sensitivity experiments show that even for the same overall TOA solar
irradiance, the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux can change significantly in both
magnitude and spectral distribution with the change of TOA SSI distribution. The difference in
magnitude of the resulting Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux between some cases
could be larger than the typical value of the entropy production rate associated with the
atmospheric latent heat process. These results together highlight the importance and necessity of
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knowing the non-blackbody TOA SSI variability in calculation of the Earth’s incident solar
radiation entropy flux, and hence the radiation entropy budget of the Earth’s climate system.
It is noted that although the significance of the impact of TOA SSI variability on the
entropy production rate inside the Earth’s climate system is beyond the scope of this work, a
substantial impact is possible and expected critical to determining the Earth system’s
thermodynamic quantities such as energy transport, temperature or humidity profiles, cloud
processes. This is somewhat evident by the fact that both magnitude and spectral distribution of
the Earth’s incident solar radiation entropy flux could change significantly with TOA SSI
variability. Considering that the Earth’s incident solar radiation at different wavelengths reaches
and warms different atmospheric layers, such a significant change on the Earth’s incident solar
radiation entropy flux could possibly lead to a substantial impact on the entropy production rate
generated at different Earth’s atmospheric layers. Besides, the impact of TOA SSI variability on
the entropy production rate of the Earth’s climate system comes not only from incident solar
radiation but also from reflected solar radiation or even emitted terrestrial radiation, considering
that the thermal structure of the Earth’s climate system could vary significantly with the
changing TOA SSI (e.g., Cahanlan et al. 2010; Haigh et al., 2010).
It is also noted that this study is just a start to explore the impact of TOA spectral solar
irradiance on the radiation entropy budget of the Earth’s climate system. Much remains to be
learned. For example, the relative agreement between the overall magnitude of the Earth’s
incident solar radiation entropy flux based on the mean SIM-based TOA SSI and that based on
the TOA SSI from a corresponding blackbody Sun (i.e., with the same amount of TOA TSI)
shown in Section 3 holds only true for the cases investigated here. Large discrepancy cannot be
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ruled out for other cases. Also, little has been known on the potential influences of TOA SSI
variability on the entropy production rate generated by the processes occurring inside the Earth’s
climate system, such as clouds and precipitation. Research along these lines is highly
recommended.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Black solid line represents the mean SIM-based TOA SSI distribution based on the data
collected from 04/2004 to 10/2010. Black dashed line represents the TOA SSI distribution
corresponding to a blackbody Sun with brightness temperature 5770 K.

Figure 2. The Earth’s incident spectral solar radiation entropy flux corresponding to the TOA
SSIs as shown in Figure 1. Black solid and dashed lines are calculated under the assumption I of
isotropic hemispheric incident solar radiation. Gray solid and dashed lines are calculated under
the assumption II that the specific solar energy intensity received at the TOA is the same as that
radiated at the Sun’s surface and incident solar radiation is isotropic within the cone of the solid
angle to the Sun subtended by any point at the TOA.

Figure 3. Specific solar energy intensity at the Sun’s surface (black solid line) and that received
at 1 AU scaled by {max( I Sun )/[2max( I 1 AU )]} (black dashed line), for a blackbody Sun with
brightness temperature 5770 K under the assumption I of isotropic hemispheric incident solar
radiation.

Figure 4. Specific solar entropy intensity at the Sun’s surface (black solid line) and that received
1 AU
at 1 AU scaled by {max( LSun
)]} (black dashed line), for a blackbody Sun with
 )/[2max( L

brightness temperature 5770 K under the assumption I of isotropic hemispheric incident solar
radiation.
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Figure 5. Black solid line: the ratio of specific solar energy intensity at the Sun’s surface and that
received at 1 AU, for a blackbody Sun with brightness temperature 5770 K under the assumption
I of isotropic hemispheric incident solar radiation. Black dashed line: the ratio of specific solar
entropy intensity at the Sun’s surface and that received at 1 AU for the same blackbody Sun
under the assumption I of isotropic hemispheric incident solar radiation.

Figure 6. A schematic of the Sun-Earth system. O represents the center of the Sun and D
represents the center of the Earth. Both AC and BC are tangent to the Sun’s surface at A and B
respectively. C is the cross point of OD and the TOA. F is the cross point of DG and the TOA. r
represents the distance (i.e., 1 AU) between the Sun and the Earth. 2  represents the acute angle
formed by BC and AC.

Figure 7. The Sun’s brightness temperature as a function of the wavelengths from 200 nm to
2400 nm for the three cases. Black solid line: brightness temperature corresponding to the mean
SIM-based SSI from 04/2004 to 10/2010. Black dashed or dotted lines: brightness temperatures
corresponding to the two constructed TOA SSI scenarios with the same overall solar irradiance
in the wavelength range from 200nm to 2400 nm as that from the mean SIM-based TOA SSI.

Figure 8. The Earth’s incident spectral solar radiation energy flux for the three cases as shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 9. The Earth’s incident spectral solar radiation entropy flux for the three cases as shown
in Figure 7 or Figure 8.
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